Hydrodynamic helicity signatures the parity symmetry breaking, chirality, of the flow. Statistical hydrodynamics thus respect chirality, as symmetry breaking and restoration are key to their fundamentals, such as the spectral transfer direction and its mechanism. Homochiral sub-system of three-dimensional (3D) Navier-Stokes isotropic turbulence has been nu- we show with the corresponding absolute equilibria that even if the helicity distribution over wavenumbers is sign definite, different ansatzes of the shape function, defined by the ratio between the specific helicity and energy spectra s(k) = H(k)/E(k), imply distinct transfer directions, and we could have inverse-helicity and forward-energy dual transfers (with, say, s(k) ∝ k −2 resulting in absolute equilibrium modal spectral density of energy
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α+βk −2 , exactly the enstrophy one of two-dimensional Euler by Kraichan), simultaneous forward transfers (with s(k) = constant), or even no simply-directed transfer (with, say, non-monotonic s(k) ∝ sin 2 k), besides the inverse-energy and forward-helicity dual transfers (with, say, s(k) = k as in the homochiral case).
I. INTRODUCTION
Statistical hydrodynamics respect chirality, the absence of parity symmetry signatured by helicity, as symmetry breaking and restoration are key to its fundamentals (c.f., the monograph by Frisch 1 which starts with the introductory discussion of "turbulence and symmetry".) A fundamental issue of turbulence is the spectral transfer direction and its mechanism. One remarkable insight by Kraichnan 2, 3 is that, for two-dimensional (2D) turbulence constrained by the energy and enstrophy, a negative-temperature state with condensation of energy at large scales provides an inverse energy cascade mechanism. But, for the normal 3D isotropic helical turbulence, due to the fact that helicity distribution (in physical space or wavevector space) is not sign definite, there is no energy condensation state to imply dual cascades analogous to that of 2D turbulence.
Nevertheless, when the dynamics are restricted to pure helical modes of sign-definite helicity the analogy would be a close one per se 4, 5 , and indeed a corresponding energy-condensation absolute equilibrium (AE) state can be identified as shown by us in Ref. 6 where, however, we also specified a restriction without sign-definite helicity but with an energy condensation state which might also imply the possibility of an inverse cascade of energy in turbulence simulations with the corresponding restriction. However, one might still speculate that any restriction, for whatever physical or artificial constraint, with sign-definiteness of helicity would be sufficient to have a condensation implying inverse cascade of energy. Such a speculation is neither valid as will be explicitly shown with several specific chiral hydrodynamic ensembles.
A convenient tool to look into the issue of hydrodynamic parity symmetry breaking, chirality, is the helical decomposition. Morses (1971) has used the complete and orthogonal eigenfunc- 
Hereî 2 = −1 and c 2 = 1 for the chirality indexes c = "+" or "-". [For consistency of notation, every complex variable wears a hat and its complex conjugate is indexed by "*".] For convenience, we normalize the box to be of 2π period and that k ≥ 1. The helical mode bases (complex eigenvectors of the curl operator) have the following propertieŝ
k·r is the eigenfunction of the curl operator corresponding to the eigenvalue ck. Or, with the case c = 0 also included for the compressible field, the variable c "itself may be considered to be the eigenvalue of the operator (−∇ 2 ) −1/2 ∇× when this operator is properly interpreted." 7 The bases can be simply constructed as 4, 10 
with p being perpendicular to k. The structureĥ c (k)eˆi k·r is common in inertial waves of rotating fluids and cyclotron waves of plasmas, being circularly polarized, with c = ± representing opposite chirality. For better or alternative physical intuition, we may conveniently call
with c.c. for "complex conjugate", a "chiroid" which is maximally/purely helical or of highest degree of chriality, since the helicity contribution of it is
other corresponding chemistry terminologies, such as enantiomer, enantiopure and racemic etc.
may also be tentatively borrowed for this purpose.
The ideal statistical hydrodynamics velocity field u is governed by
where P is the pressure. This equation reads in the Fourier space with helical representation 4, 7, 8 
[For notational convenience, here and sometimes later, we denote the chirality coming with k with c k and thusĥ c k , and similarly for those with p and q.] The symmetry in the above coupling coefficientĈ c k cpcq kpq formally leads to the detailed conservation laws of energy and helicity among each triad
the tilde '•' denotes the Galerkin truncation, i.e., limiting to a subset of the wavenumber set, come from
where • denotes the mean, per unit volume or in the statistical sense (by assuming ergodicity, say). Here we have used k to replace k in the isotropic (modal) spectral densities U
and Q (c) which can be conveniently obtained from the Gibbs ensemble, with the distribution
Several remarkable findings about one-chiral-sector-dominated state (OCSDS) have been pointed out 6 :
1. In the chirally symmetrical truncation case, the pole k p = α/|β|, say, in the c = + chiral sector with β < 0, indicates that energy and helicity subject to dissipation are more persistent in this sector which was observed by Chen et al. 12 , as a kind of "implicit" or "second order" OCSDS;
2. when k p is restricted to small-k regime, say, close to the lower bound of the truncation wavenumber k min , i.e., all the chiroids with k p < k < k max in this sector is further truncated, large-scale energy condensation is carried by the left alien(s) at k p and of course is OCSDS;
3. when one chiral sector is thoroughly truncated, of course an extremal case of OCSDS, energy condensation at largest scales is possible for the surviving sector c.
II. SPECIFIC CHIRAL ENSEMBLES
All the above cases are specified by the explicit schemes of the truncation on the chiroids, and, with s(k) = ck, the last homochiral case has
Here, the shape function s(k) defines the relation between the spectra of the two rugged invariants, and it is for the ensemble specific for or restricted to the homochiral chiroids.
In the above we have indicated the generalization of the specific ensembles with
which can be realized byî 
in the Gibbs ensemble, thus deriving Eq. (6),
and further explicit expressions of U c with U = U + + U − . Since we have not explicitly proposed a scheme to select specific interaction from Eq. (3) nor shown that a restricted ensemble, say, defined by a selected region in the whole phase space, 16 , satisfies the dynamics of Eq. (3), especially the conservation laws and Liouville theorem, it makes sense to make it more concrete by considering a statistical model as follows. The two chiral sectors of such a field may be connected with a random multiplier M:
where ≖ indicates the same statistical properties, that is, "equality in law", as is widely used to describe turbulence cascade between two scales 1 . Taking M(k) independent ofû − (k) and using Chiral ensembles of statistical hydrodynamics: "order function" for turbulence transfer scenarioŝ From now on we focus on the sign-definite, actually, without loss of generality, the positivedefinite-Q case. That is, s(k) > 0. The homochiral case corresponds to s(k) = k, allowing a negative-temperature energy condensation state 6 , which implies inverse-energy and forwardhelicity cascades of turbulence. Assuming local cascade and the applicability of simple dimensional analysis, we find the inertial range scaling law Q(k) ∝ k −10/3 for the forward helicity cascade and U(k) ∝ k −11/3 , i.e., the familiar Komogorov one-dimensional energy spectrum
, for the inverse energy cascade 4, 13 , and one numerical realization is to simply truncate one of the chiral sectors thoroughly 5 . The reason for the existence of a condensation state of the absolute equilibrium is further elaborated as follows: From Eq. (6) with s(k) = k, when the untruncated k satisfies k min ≤ |k| ≤ k max , U(k) > 0 leads to α + βk > 0; for α < 0,
. So, the pole k p = −α/β can approach k min from below and that a smallest ratio between helicity and energy H/E = k min with energy concentrating at k min is approached. Similarly, for other monotonically increasing shape function such as s(k) = k n with 1 > n > 0 (note that, as assumed, here and below k > 1; or, we restrict ourselves to the scales smaller than the one used for normalization), we can reach the same conclusion with k p = (
Whenever there is cancelation between positive and negative helicities, s(k) < k. As we have seen from the above, the monotonicity of the shape function s(k) is crucial for the implication of turbulence transfers from the absolute equilibrium. While s(k) = k or others are monotonically increasing, the natural condition s(k) ≤ k leaves a large space for other monotonically decreasing or non-monotonic shape functions, which is the main point we want to emphasize in the following.
For
we have
exactly the form of the absolute-equilibrium enstrophy spectrum of 2D Euler obtained by Kraichnan 2 !
In words, when s(k) ∝ k −2 , the relation is in exact analogy to 2D turbulence, with U(k) playing the role of (modal) enstrophy spectrum density and Q(k) the energy spectrum density there. Now,
Again, k p can approach k min from below to reach a smallest E/H = k 2 min with helicity concentrating at k min , which immediately implies inverse-helicity and forward-energy cascades for such restricted ensemble of turbulence, i.e., for a turbulence with particular physical constraint leading to such a specified spectral relation. s(k) = k −2 indicates that helicity is relatively emphasizing large scales and energy small ones, so the normal viscosity or hyperviscosity emphasizing small scales would effectively dissipate energy; hypoviscosity emphasizing large scales will then effectively remove helicity there. The hypoviscosity or simply the helicity condensation at largest scales will then lead to the transfer/cascade of helicity injected into the intermediate or small
scales. Assuming local cascade and the applicability of simple dimensional analysis, we find the inertial range scaling law U(k) ∝ k −11/3 , i.e., the familiar Kolmogorov one dimensional energy spectrum E(k) ∝ k −5/3 , for the forward energy cascade and Q(k) ∝ k −10/3 for the inverse helicity cascade.
It is also easily seen that when s(k) = const., both energy and helicity are equipartitioned over each Fourier mode. For turbulence state they are expected to simultaneously cascade forwardly to small scales where dissipation happens 2, 3 . Dimensional analysis for the local cascade predicts a scaling law k −11/3 for both U(k) and Q(k) 3,13 .
From the above three cases, we see immediately that when the shape function is not monotonic, say,
the argument of the tendency of relaxation to absolute equilibrium can not determine a simply-directed transfer for turbulence. An exact sinusoidal shape function might appear to be somewhat strange, but it just represents a possible situation that the dynamics at different scales are subjected to very different constraints, leading to distinct degrees of cancelations between the positive and negative sectors, so that s(k) may first increase (say, as k as in a previous case), then decrease (say, as k −2 as in a previous case), and then increase,..., with k.
III. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Note that we are not saying that in a simulation of turbulence, say, the conventional isotropic In conclusion, we can try to introduce a specific "order parameter" ǫ in the above shape functions, such as
without changing the results about the implication of cascade scenario, which indicates that no simple "phase transition" can be concluded according to the variation of a single "order param-
eter"; what we need is an "order function", the specific shape function or its normalization as a measure of relative helicity s(k)/k, to describe the symmetry breaking and "phase transition" of the cascade scenario. All these cases show parity symmetry breaking, i.e., chirality, and the helicity is sign definite at all scales (with ǫ > 0, say.) Thus, it appears that a recent paper by Herbert, 19 which only narrowly extends our previous result of the negative-temperature homochiral Euler absolute equilibrium is incomplete; especially, one should, as shown here, avoid the incorrect conclusion "that when helicity is sign definite at all scales, an inverse cascade is expected for the energy" and, as already suggested in Zhu, Yang and Zhu (summarized as the second item in the end of the introductory discussion of this paper), 6 should be careful with the statement that Cichowlas et al. 20 , Bos and Bertoglio 21 (extending analytical models such as that of Cambon and Jacquin 9 to restricted ensembles) and Biferale et al. 5 are promising. Especially, though a random multiplier model is suggested, we have not explicitly given the general schemes to construct the specific or restricted ensembles systematically from the original equation (3), which remains open.
